Practicing paper-based Lean management means you'll soon be behind

- **Lost**
  - Inability to perform effective root cause analyses
  - No self-service access to information
  - Inefficient manual data collection
  - Late visibility into problems

Time
Money
Material

Up to 30% or more in cost savings
Faster payback time

What is digital Lean management?

- It’s accelerating Lean management transformation*
- It’s a focus on empowering people with access to information anywhere, anytime
- It’s data analytics used to systematically reduce waste and losses
- It’s about decision-making support with visibility that drives operational performance vs. plan

*Source: Bain & Co. and Arthur D. Little, AVEVA Discrete Lean Management helps to improve your manufacturing operations

There’s more to it! Read our blog

AVEVA Discrete Lean Management helps digitize Lean management to improve your manufacturing operations

Empower people with near-real-time information visibility
Eliminate the waste in paper prints and records
Promote data driven continuous improvement
Enable digital team collaboration

Schneider Electric embraces digital Lean management in factory initiative

Schneider Electric deployed AVEVA Discrete Lean Management to more than 70 of its factories around the world.
Following implementation, sites reported:

- 10% productivity improvement due to downtime mitigation
- 70% decreased response-time due to automated escalation of issues
- 90% elimination of paperwork

See how AVEVA Discrete Lean Management can help you jumpstart your smart manufacturing.
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